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Problem: 
Bats are possibly the most feared and least respected animals in need in the animal kingdom, 
aside from insects and fish. Around them hovers an undying void of fear, paranoia, disgust, and 
superstition. These troubles are especially prominent in the US, where sheltered First World 
citizens find bats to be pests, a nuisance, a disease-harborer. This leads to not considering the 
vulnerable animal when moving forward with projects, and destruction of certain locations. 
 
The goal of the project will be to portray the habitat destruction of bats in the roughly North 
American Southwest area. This will be done with a simulation model that displays the normal 
day-to-day functions and needs of four different species of bats, and then how it is affected 
when their numerous human-related threats enter their environment. (ie. Lumberjacks, Pest 
Exterminators, Construction Crews). The invasion of these periodic hazards will harm bats, their 
diet, and their habitat with varying functions that happen in the real world on a consistent basis. 
 
Solution: 
The program will run off of colorfully modified and visually pleasing agents in Netlogo- in the 
form of the plants, animals, and habitat destroying factors that will harm each. Different habitats 
with key behaviors for the background patch agents and the ‘turtle’ agents that make the plants 
will be suited to each species of bat, and be somewhat modified to further expand upon the 
biggest threat in that location. The number of bats, and the insects they have available to eat 
will vary. A bats goal will be to eat, mate, and hibernate as is the same with real bats. The 
different environmental hazards in the environment will be cloaked, and will not interfere with the 
natural processes occurring until their activation button is pressed. Once this occurs, the 
hazards will play out their respective roles and do damage to either the population of insects, 
the environment, or all three. An indicator on the bottom righthand corner of the screen will 
show the user of the simulator the condition of the environment after each push, whilst plot 
charts show the acceleration and decline of each agent in the simulation. 
 
Progress: 
So far, adequate setup has been created for each species of bat. All of the graphics for the 
natural habitats have been constructed, and each bat has a setup button. Currently, the Hoary 
Bat is the test dummy for getting certain functions to behave as they’re expected to. Currently, 
bats cannot get sick- and the environmental hazards are still a work in progress. Only Loggers 
and ‘Pesters’(irritated locals that kill bats) have been implemented, and can only operate for a 
single session over each setup. Bats can hibernate, but cannot get sick, and cannot mate, 
gestate, or have pups. They also cannot die quite yet unless a ‘Pester’ kills them.  
 
Expectations: 



Soon, I hope to have the environmental behaviors of ALL four bats implemented. Each bat will 
hibernate in different varying locations, eat specific types of insects, mate and gestate at 
different seasons, and this will heavily contribute to their different rates of growth and decline. I 
also hope to make it to where the currently implemented environmental hazards will be capable 
of more than a single activation. I can do this by asking a randomized number of a larger set per 
trial. I hope to implement disease, and pollution-induced sickness in bats that will also be 
activated by more buttons on the side panel. When programming is finished, I intend to write an 
in depth INFO tab explaining the real-world situations the model emulates, and the efforts that 
have been or can be made to remedy the hazards displayed in the simulation. The overall goal 
will be to raise awareness in bats, and the good they do for the environment- which makes their 
threats and lack of given consideration excessively important to note for future participants that 
may use the model. 
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